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CSAW – Embedded System Challenge 2012 

Introduction:  
Trusted computing relies on dedicated and trusted hardware platforms. The security and trustworthiness of hardware 

platforms is critical to several applications ranging from credit cards to traffic monitoring systems to missile control. Recent 

attacks on hardware platforms such as tampering, reverse engineering, and malicious circuits insertion highlight the 

importance of designing secure and trustworthy hardware. 

The annual Embedded Systems Challenge (ESC) focuses on the red-team/blue- team approach to assessing the 

trustworthiness of hardware. Teams are invited to participate in this challenge and attack a target hardware platform. They 

will discover vulnerabilities in the target platform and exploit them by using their hardware design skills. Such attacks lead to 

a better understanding of the vulnerabilities in hardware platforms and thereby enable designers to build trustworthy 

hardware that can thwart such attacks. 

Objective:   

The Embedded Systems Challenge 2012 is about detecting Hardware Trojans in a design. In this challenge, we emulate the 

following scenario. Alice, a designer, has sent her design to an off-shore foundry owned by Mallory. Mallory supposedly had 

inserted hardware Trojans in some of the chips that she had manufactured. Alice’s challenge is to test each of the 

manufactured chips and classify which chips are infected with Trojans and which chips are Trojan-free. To achieve this 

purpose, she employs one or more of the following Trojan-detection techniques: 

 Functional test: Create special functional test patterns to activate the Trojan and observe its effect at the output. 

 Side-channel analysis: Analyze the delay, power consumption, or both parameters of the chip, and distinguish the 

impact of Trojan on these parameters from that of process variations. 

The Trojans inserted in the design can either (1) produce wrong output for one or more input patterns, and/or (2) increase the 

power consumption by more than 5% (process variation has been taken into account).  

There are two different sets of designs – Design set A and Design set B. Design set A includes a gate-level description of the 

original design and six folders. Each folder contains four different variants (bit files) of the original design. Only two out of 

four of these files have been infected with the same type of Trojan. The other two files are Trojan-free.  

Design set B includes a gate-level description of the original design and two folders. Each folder contains four different 

variants (bit files) of the original design. Only two out of four of these files have been infected with the same type of Trojan. 

The other two files are Trojan-free.  

The objective of a participant is the following: Within each folder of the design sets, the participants have to identify which 

two files are infected with Trojans and which two are Trojan-free.  

Scoring: 
The score is spilt into two parts – quantitative and qualitative.  

 The qualitative score is awarded by the judges based on the following criteria – scalability of the Trojan detection 

method(s), detection time, tools required for the method, and types of Trojans that can be detected by the proposed 

method(s).  

 Quantitative score is awarded on a relative basis. A team can perform one of the following three actions with a bit 

file – (1) correctly classify it as Trojan-free or Trojan-infected; (2) make a wrong classification i.e., a Trojan-free file 

is classified as Trojan-infected, or a Trojan-infected file is classified as Trojan-free; (3) can make no decisions.  
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On classifying a bit file correctly, the team will be awarded in the following manner:  The base-point of every bit file is 100. 

If N teams can correctly classify the bit file as Trojan-infected or Trojan-free, then each team gets 100/N points. For example, 

if five teams correctly identify a file as Trojan-infected, then each of these teams gets 100/5 = 20 points. If only one team can 

correctly identify that the file is Trojan-infected, then that team gets all the 100 points.  

On classifying a bit file wrongly, the team will lose points in the following manner:  The base-point for wrongly classifying a 

bit file is 50. If N teams can wrongly classify the bit file as Trojan-infected or Trojan-free, then each team loses 50/N points. 

For example, if 5 teams wrongly classify a file, then each of these teams loses 50/5 = 10 points. If only one team wrongly 

classifies the file, then only that team loses 50 points. 

On not classifying a bit file, the team will lose points in the following manner:  The base-point for not classifying a bit file is 

100. If N teams do not classify the bit file as Trojan-infected or Trojan-free, then each team loses 100/N points. For example, 

if 5 teams do not classify a file, then each of these teams loses 100/5 = 20 points. If only one team does not classify the file, 

then only that team loses 100 points. 

The above scoring procedure is repeated for all the bit files. The resultant scores will be added up and that will be your 

quantitative score.  

Deliverables: 
1. Final report 

2. Results of your Trojan detection method (s) on every bit file. If a result is not provided for a bit file then that file will 

be included under the ‘did not classify’ category.  

3. Test vectors (input and output, power consumption values, or other means depending on your method) that enabled 

you to classify a bit file. The evidence that enabled you to classify a design as Trojan-free or Trojan-infected should 

strongly support the claim. If the evidence does not support the claim for a bit file, than that bit file will be included 

in the wrongly classified category.  

Design Flow: 
Two benchmarks from ISCAS'85 and ISCAS'89 are provided for hardware Trojan detection in this year’s CSAW 

competition:  

 Design A: C6288 - Combinational circuit 

 Design B: S9234 - Sequential circuit 

The two different designs were implemented on Digilent Basys 2 FPGA board, shown in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1 : Basys 2 FPGA with the important components highlighted. 

Design A 

This design consists of C6288 benchmark circuit from ISCAS’85 benchmark suite and a compressed logic module used to 

reduce the number of input and output pins due to the limited number of connectors on the Digilent Basys 2 FPGA board. 

Please check the golden RTL code for detailed information on the compressed logic module. Six different folders are given. 

Within each folder, two Trojan-free bitstreams and two Trojan-inserted bitstreams are provided. The two trojan-infected files 

within a folder are infected with the same trojan. Participants are required to identify which two bitstreams are the Trojan-

infected and which two are Trojan-free.  

1. Provided Files 

 

 Golden RTL code 

 C6288.v: C6288 benchmark from ISCAS’85.  

 top.v: top code of Design A including the compression logic described above. 

 Bitstreams  

 As we mentioned earlier, four bitstreams are provided for each folder. Therefore there are 24 bitstreams in total, 

distributed in 6 different folders based on Trojans contained in them.  

 

2. Operation Modes  

Two different ways are provided for participants to apply functional test vectors: Mode1 and Mode2. The 7 segment display 

is used to indicate which mode Design A is in. If the 7 segment display is illuminated as shown in Figure 2, Design A is 

operating in Mode1. Otherwise, Design A is configured for Mode2.   

 

 Mode1    

 Press the push bottom BTN2 (#6 in Figure 1) to enter mode 1. The 7 segment display will be in this mode.  
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 The eight switches (#4 in Figure 1) are the 8-bit inputs. in_port[7] to in_port[0] in the RTL code are mapped to 

sw7 (N3) through sw1 (P11) in the FPGA. 

 

 Mode2 

 Press the push bottom BTN3 (#5 in Figure 1) to enter mode 2. The 7 segment display will be off in this mode. 

 The eight pins Pmod connectors (#1 in Figure 1) are the 8-bit inputs. in_port[7] to in_port[0] in the RTL code are 

mapped to Pin B2 (left) through B7 (right) in the FPGA.  

 In this mode, test vectors could be applied by another FPGA or function generator. This mode provides 

participants an option to test chip by extra devices automatically instead of applying test vectors manually.  

Two different methods are also provided to collect the responses in Design A: 

 The outputs out_port[7] through out_port[0] in RTL code are mapped to the eight LEDs (#3 in Figure 1) from 

LD7 to LD0. Participant can check the output value by watching those LEDs  

 The outputs out_port[7] to out_port[0] in RTL code are mapped to the Pmod connectors (#2 in Figure 1) from 

A9 (left) to D12 (right). The outputs of Design A could be captured by another FPGA in this way.   

 

Please note that participants can collect the responses in two ways in both Mode1 and Mode 2. The power consumption could 

be measured by measuring the current flowing through a sensitive resistor when using an external power supply.  

Please check the following table for detailed information. 

Port (RTL) Pin (FPGA) In/Out Description 

Mode 1 M4 Input Push bottom BTN2 to enable mode 1 

Mode 2 A7 Input Push bottom BTN3 to enable mode 2 

in_port[0] P11 Input Primary input in mode 1 

in_port[1] L3 Input Primary input in mode 1 

in_port[2] K3 Input Primary input in mode 1 

in_port[3] B4 Input Primary input in mode 1 

in_port[4] G3 Input Primary input in mode 1 

in_port[5] F3 Input Primary input in mode 1 

in_port[6] E2 Input Primary input in mode 1 

in_port[7] N3 Input Primary input in mode 1 

in_port[0] B7 Input Primary input in mode 2 

in_port[1] C5 Input Primary input in mode 2 

in_port[2] B6 Input Primary input in mode 2 

in_port[3] C6 Input Primary input in mode 2 

in_port[4] B5 Input Primary input in mode 2 

in_port[5] J3 Input Primary input in mode 2 

in_port[6] A3 Input Primary input in mode 2 

in_port[7] B2 Input Primary input in mode 2 

out_port[0] D12 Output Primary output 

out_port[1] C13 Output Primary output 

out_port[2] A13 Output Primary output 

out_port[3] C12 Output Primary output 

out_port[4] C9 Output Primary output 

out_port[5] A10 Output Primary output 
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out_port[6] B9 Output Primary output 

out_port[7] A9 Output Primary output 

out_port[0] M5 Output Primary output shown by LED 

out_port[1] M11 Output Primary output shown by LED 

out_port[2] P7 Output Primary output shown by LED 

out_port[3] P6 Output Primary output shown by LED 

out_port[4] N5 Output Primary output shown by LED 

out_port[5] N4 Output Primary output shown by LED 

out_port[6] P4 Output Primary output shown by LED 

out_port[7] G1 Output Primary output shown by LED 

 

3. Example 

After programming the FPGA with the Trojan_free combinational circuits, we set the design to works in Mode1 by pressing 

BTN2. We then provide the test vector 01100100 and observed the response, 01101010 by configuring the switches and 

checking the LEDs.  

 

Figure 2 :  Example configuration for Design 1 

 Design B 

This design is composed of benchmark S9234 from ISCAS’89 and a compressed logic module to reduce the number of input 

and output pins due to limited connectors in Digilent Basys 2 FPGA board. One scan-chain with 145 scan flip-flops is 

inserted into Design B for participants to apply patterns. Two different folders are given. Within each folder, two Trojan-free 
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bitstreams and two Trojan-inserted bitstreams are provided. The two trojan-infected files within a folder are infected with the 

same Trojan. Participants are required to identify which two bitstreams are the Trojan-infected and which two are Trojan-free.  

Provided Files 

 

 Golden RTL code 

  S9234_scan: the netlist of S9234 with scan inserted.  

 top.v: top code of Design B including the compression logic module.  

 saed90nm.v: library to transfer the netlist of FPGA RTL code.  

 Bitstreams  

 8 bitstreams are provided for two different Trojans.  

  

1. Inputs and outputs 

 

 Inputs  

 Test_se: pin A3. It is shift enable signal for scan testing. When test_se is ‘1’, scan chain is in shift mode, 

otherwise, it is in function mode. 

 Test_si: pin J3. It is scan input.  

 Rst: pin C6. It is reset signal which can initialize 145 scan flip-flops in s9234. 

 In_port[4:0]: pin [B6,C5,B7,A9,B9]. They are primary inputs. 

 CK:  Clock 

 Outputs  

 CK_out: pin B2. The clock signal is provided by oscillator on the board. The user can monitor the clock signal in 

chip by using this pin. 

 Test_so: pin B5. scan output.  

 Out_port[5:0]: pin [A10, C9, C12, A13, C13, D12] are primary outputs. 

 

Please check the following table for detailed information. 

Port (RTL) Pin (FPGA) In/Out Description 

CK B8 Input Onboard Clock 

CK_out B2 Output Clock output 

test_se A3 Input Shift enable signal: When test_se is ‘1’, scan chain is in shift mode, otherwise, it is in 

function mode. 

test_si J3 Input Scan chain input 

test_so B5 Output Scan chain output 

rst C6 Input Reset signal which can initialize 145 scan flip-flops in S9234 

in_port[0] B9 Input Primary input 

in_port[1] A9 Input Primary input 

in_port[2] B7 Input Primary input 

in_port[3] C5 Input Primary input 

in_port[4] B6 Input Primary input 

out_port[0] D12 Output Primary output 

out_port[1] C13 Output Primary output 

out_port[2] A13 Output Primary output 
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out_port[3] C12 Output Primary output 

out_port[4] C9 Output Primary output 

out_port[5] A10 Output Primary output 

 

2.  Recommended Flow 

Participants could generate patterns using the netlist and then apply those patterns using separate tester FPGA (you could use 

another FPGA to provide patterns to the FPGA under test). For example, you could store all the patterns in the RAM of the 

tester FPGA and apply those patterns using the Pmod Connectors (#1 and #2 of figure 1). The responses could be collected 

by the same tester FPGA and then compared to the responses of the supplied golden design. 
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